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With the availability of social network data, it has become possible to relate the behavior of individuals
to that of their acquaintances on a large scale. Although the similarity of connected individuals is well

established, it is unclear whether behavioral predictions based on social data are more accurate than those arising
from current marketing practices. We employ a communications network of over 100 million people to forecast
highly diverse behaviors, from patronizing an off-line department store to responding to advertising to joining
a recreational league. Across all domains, we find that social data are informative in identifying individuals
who are most likely to undertake various actions, and moreover, such data improve on both demographic and
behavioral models. There are, howevei limits to the utility of social data. In particular, when rich transactional
data were available, social data did little to improve prediction.
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1. Introduction
Predicting individual behavior is a basic objective
of the social sciences, from economics (Hiebert 1974.
Manski 2007) to psychology (Ajzen and Fishhein
1980), sociology (Burt 1987, Coleman et al. 1966), and
business (Bass 1969, Mahajan et al. 1990). In market-
ing, the practice of targeting refers to the selection of
pools of individuals to address. The targeting dcci-
sion is informed by predicting which individuals are
most likely to take action, for example, to adopt an
innovative product, to support a cause, to switch
providers, or to change in response to marketing
communications.

Historically, when only a few television stations
and magazines reached the majority of the popula
tion, marketing communications would reach both
intended and unintended parties, a form of unfocused
targeting with considerable waste (Iyer et al. 2005).
With time, electronic record keeping made it possi
ble to collect and retain information on individual
customers, and third-party market intelligence firms
brought about an era of direct, list-based targeting.
Increased television, satellite, and Internet bandwidth
led to a proliferation of media outlets by which a
handful of television networks became hundreds and
relatively few print publishers became thousands of
websites. As a result, broadcast advertising narrowed
and efficiency increased.

Over the years, targeting has incorporated whatever
predictors were effective, affordable, and available.

For over a decade, online marketers have predicted
behavior at the individual level using variables such

as age and sex (demographic targeting), location
(geographic targeting), and website usage patterns

(behavioral targeting). Today, ad servers can respond
to the text of the page being viewed, be it a news
story or personal email, and deliver ads on the fly
that match page content (contextual targeting). The
broad segments of classical marketing strategy are
being replaced with individual-level predictions. With
individualized predictions of who will adopt, firms
can decide whom to engage (Rossi et al. 1996) and
perform “customer lifetime value” calculations to
determine how much to spend to acquire a par-
ticular customer (Gupta et al. 2004, Malthouse and
Blattberg 2005).

After so many years of advances, the baseline mod-
els for predicting consumer behavior have become
strong. Nonetheless, new sources of data will continu
ally beg the question of the degree to which targeting
can be improved. Accordingly, a compelling contem
porary issue, and the focus of this article, is whether
recently available social network data—generated by
firms such as Facebook, Google, Linkedln, Microsoft,
Twitter, and Yahoo!—can elevate the prevalent stan-
dards of behavioral prediction and targeting. Until
recently, the difficulty in observing social interactions
has made it infeasible to conduct such investigations
at scale. In what follows, we analyze large numbers
of connections (edges) between individuals (nodes)
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and records of individual behavior. These data allow
for all the geographic, behavioral, and demographic
cues available for one individual to he augmented by
the same variables for his or her social contacts. The
main empirical and theoretical questions we address
are how much information there is in the edges of
a network and whether that information improves
on baseline models for selecting individuals likely to
undertake various actions.

Although social network-based targeting has
received surprisingly little attention in the marketing
literature, a handful of studies in related disciplines
have shown that friends of adopters are themselves
more likely to adopt, even after controlling for
covariates (Bhatt et al. 2010, Hill et al. 2006, Provost
et al. 2009). In the telecommunications domain,
Hill et al. (2006) identified a target set comprising
customers who were socially connected to (i.e., had
communicated with) people who had adopted a new
service, and they showed that these individuals were
statistically more likely than average to themselves
adopt the service. In similar work, Bhatt et al. (2010)
predicted the adoption of a paid voice-over-IP service
using a social network defined by instant message
(TM) contacts. They constructed decision-tree mod-
els based on social network features (existence of
adopting contacts, number of network neighbors,
changes in network structure, etc.) and user features
(TM communication frequency, sex, age, etc.) and
used these models to rank the customer base by
propensity to adopt in the next month. They found
that user features and social features are roughly
equally important for predicting adoption and that
these feature sets are not redundant: combining them
improves prediction considerably.

One question this previous research leaves open is
whether, in practice, social network targeting is an
effective strategy, as the number of people with an
adopting contact may be exceedingly small. For exam-
pie, in one domain we investigate, we found that
fewer than 1 person in 750 is connected to an adopter,
and in the work of Hill et al. (2006), the target set
constituted just 0.3Y0 of the customer base. In practi
cal targeting applications, what is a statistically sig
nificant predictor may be practically insignificant in
identifying, for example, the top 25% of targets for
an advertising campaign. It could be the case that
the 0.3% of customers connected to an adopter would
have been included (or excluded) in the top quartile
regardless of whether the social predictor was in the
model. Even in the most extreme case, in which the
social cue would move the entire candidate set from
outside to inside the top quartile, the new set of tar-
geted individuals would be largely (98.8%) identical
to the old set, limiting the maximal change in adop
tion rate that could be observed.

In addition to the work described above, our inves
tigation is broadly related to mainstream marketing
research on identifying and quantifying social influ
ence in networks. For much of the past century, the
Bass model (Bass 1969) and its extensions dominated
diffusion modeling. The Bass approach uses aggregate
diffusion data as input and operates without knowl
edge of the underlying social network. In contrast,
in this paper and in more contemporary marketing
research, the network is known and adoption can be
studied at the individual level. People who are in
social contact can influence one another (Centola 2010,
Christakis and Fowler 2007), and the network-based
marketing literature has largely focused on identify-
ing these causal effects in product adoption and on
articulating tests to distinguish between causal and
noncausal effects (for useful reviews, see Peres et al.
2010, Van den Buite 2010). For example, Manchanda
et al. (2008) modeled the adoption of pharmaceuti
cals at the individual level as a joint consequence of
contagion and marketing effects. Iyengar et al. (2011)
reported evidence for social influence and its moder
ators in the adoption of a risky drug. Trusov et al.
(2010) presented a technique to identify which social
network members exhibit influence on the activity
levels of others, and Codes and Mayzlin (2009) used a
field test to show that firms can create word of mouth
exogenously. In recent years, focus has shifted from
establishing whether influence exists to understand-
ing its mechanics and prevalence. For instance, Godes

(2011) took contagion as established and stresses mod-
erators. Similarly, Aral and colleagues (Aral 2011, Aral
et al. 2009) sought primarily to quantify, not estab
lish, the contribution of social influence relative to
other factors.

The establishment of social influence, however,
does not provide. an answer to the question of
whether social network data will improve target-
ing and prediction in practice. Even when individu
als influence one another, peer-to-peer transmissions
can be so rare as to have no practical value. And
even when individuals are known not to influence
one another, social ties may be still be predictive, as
observed in the sociological research on homophily
(Lazarsfeld and Merton 1954, McPherson et al. 2001).

In our analysis we remain agnostic as to whether
there is social influence in the domains we investi
gate. However, in one of these domains, it is highly
unlikely that there could be social influence. Specif
ically, we measure whether the social contacts of a
person who clicks on an online advertisement are
themselves likely to click on the same advertisement.
Since these advertisements are untargeted and run for
one day only, and since people would not typically
inform their social contacts of the ads on which they
have clicked (or, for that matter, would even know
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that other people are served the same ads), social
influence is highly improbable. Nonetheless, as we
demonstrate, the social contacts of those who click
ads do indeed show an elevated probability of click-
ing on the same ads. Because establishing the pres
ence of social influence is irrelevant for our goal, we
purposefully focus instead on the managerially rele
vant question of assessing the worth of social network
data for targeting and prediction. This is not to say
that causal influence is rarely of interest in network
marketing. On the contrary, when nodes are known
to influence each other, marketers may wish to affect
diffusion patterns, for instance, by seeding influential
nodes with marketing actions in order to encourage
them to adopt early.

We build on past marketing and network research
in several ways. First, by progressively adding
stronger predictors to baseline models—starting with
basic demographics and moving on to individual-
level transaction data—we provide managerial insight
into when it may be worthwhile to invest in social
network data. Second, whereas past investigations are
largely single-domain studies, we examine a dozen
independent outcomes grouped into three domains.
In particular, we study settings in which the rele
vant action is relatively costless (clicking on an ad),
to moderately involved (joining a recreational league),
to one with monetary stakes (purchasing at a store).
Although it may be the case that any given domain
yields an idiosyncratic result, across multiple exam-
ples, each analysis is placed in perspective, providing
expectations for generalizing our findings. Third, we
show how social network data can proxy for other
predictors and discuss cases in which social data are
available but ordinary predictors are not. Finally, our
results highlight an often overlooked point in social
network research: where there is homophily, one can,
in principle, predict an individual’s behavior based
on the attributes and actions of his or her associates,
regardless of whether that similarity is due to social
contagion.

Our analysis is based on individuals within the
Yahoo! communications network, where we establish
an edge between all pairs of people who mutually
exchanged email or instant messages during a fixed
two-month period. Restricting analysis to those mdi-
viduals with at least one correspondent resulted in a
symmetric network of 132 million people and 719 mil
lion edges, with a mean of 11 contacts per individual.
(See Figure Al in the online appendix, available as
supplemental material at http: 1/ dx.doi.org/ 10.1287/
mksc.2013.0817, for the full-degree distribution for
this network.) Mutual email exchanges were used as
a criterion for establishing an edge between nodes
to exclude messages between mailing lists (spam or
legitimate) and their recipients. Although the Yahoo!

email and TM network is one of the largest in the
world, it is, of course, the case that its users take part
in other electronic social networks as well. The predic
tive power of social network ties we observe should
thus be taken as a lower bound on what could be
observed in a larger network or a combination of net-
works. Nonetheless, the network we study represents
one of the largest that a marketer could, in this day,
hope to engage for the purposes of social network
targeting.

To assess the value of social predictors, we
examine individual-level behaviors in three diverse
domains comprising 12 distinct outcomes: respond-
ing to national advertisements for 10 products and
services, participating in an online recreational league
with millions of players, and purchasing (off-line and
online) from a national department store chain. We
treat each domain in turn, and within a domain we
test baseline models that range from extremely sim
plc (using social network data or demographic data
alone) to strong (adding social network data to mod-
els that include demographics as well as individual-
level transactional data).

2. Response to Advertising
We examined individual response to online advertise-
ments, measured by clicks on 10 display ads promi
nently shown on the Yahoo! front page. Advertise-
ments ran for one day each, in random rotation with
another ad, and were not targeted (i.e., were shown
with equal probability to all users). In total, each
advertisement was viewed by approximately 14—15
million logged-in users. To study the effectiveness of
social signals, we restrict this set of individuals to
those present in our communications network, leav
ing 7—8 million users per campaign.

Are social data useful for predicting clicks on ads?
We first answer this question for the scenario in which
only social data are available. Table 1 shows for 10
different advertising campaigns the clicking rates for
people without and with social contacts who clicked
on the same ad. (Ads are ordered by the percent-
age increase in probability of clicking between those
with and without social contacts who clicked.) The
largest increase was observed for Movie 1, where peo
plc whose social contacts clicked on this ad were more
than 10 times as likely (1,140%) to click than those
without contacts who clicked. The Insurance 2 and
the Movie 3 campaigns had the smallest social effect,
a 10% increase in probability to click. Thus, consis
tent with past studies (Aral et al. 2009, Bhatt et al.
2010, Hill et al. 2006, Provost et al. 2009), contacts
of adopters are themselves more likely than average
to adopt, and in at least some of the campaigns we
examined, this social signal is quite strong. As noted
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Table 1 Probability of Clicking on 10 Display Advertisements Related
to Having At Least One Social Contact Who Also Clicked on
the Ad

Click rates Click rates Percentage of
for individuals for individuals individuals

without contacts with contacts with contacts
Domain who clicked (%) who clicked (%) who clicked

Movie 1 0.038 0.47 0.036
Government 0.209 0.46 0.225
Movie 2 0.225 0.44 0.239
TV 0.260 0.50 0.303
Transportation 0.155 0.25 0.160
Insurance 1 0.124 0.19 0.138
Apparel 1.723 2.43 1.881
Household 0.205 0.27 0.222
Insurance 2 0.118 0.13 0.129
Movie 3 1.185 1.30 1.335

Notes. Because clicking is rare, most people have one or zero contacts who
clicked the ad. Ads are sorted by the relative increase in probability of click-
ing, from 1,140% for Movie 1 to 10% for Movie 3.

above, the effects we observe are unlikely due to
social influence, as people would not typically inform
their social contacts of the ads on which they have
clicked; rather, contact with an individual who clicked
is likely a proxy for latent similarity and thus mdi-
cates an individual’s greater inherent propensity to
click on the ad.

That contacts of those who clicked have relatively
high click rates does not in itself imply that social

\ data are valuable for predicUon, in part because few
people may be connected to individuals who clicked.
For example, in the Movie 1 campaign—which exhib
ited the largest social signal—only 1 in 2,700 users
had a contact who clicked (indicated in the final col
unm of Table 1), a result of the low overall click rate
(0.04%) and the relative sparsity of the social network.
The question thus arises whether the observed social
effects are of any practical use.

In many contexts, the central objective is to iden
tify pools of individuals most likely to take action.
Such is the case, for example, when directing scarce
resources either to encourage action (e.g., promoting
energy-saving technologies) or to discourage action

(e.g., anti-smoking campaigns). We thus assess the
predictive value of social data via a top-k analysis:
given a particular prediction model, one first orders
the members of the population according to their esti
mated probability of clicking, and then one computes
the observed click rates for hypothetical segments
of increasingly many candidates, starting with only
the highest-scoring candidates and concluding with a
segment consisting of the entire population.

Figure 1 shows top-k curves for each of the 10
advertisements based on a simple model that uses
only the social signal. Specifically, the model ranks
people with a contact who clicked the ad above those

without one (and randomly orders individuals within
each of those categories). For this reason, the curves
begin as horizontal lines and then gracefully descend
as increasingly many individuals without contacts
who clicked on the ad are added to the pooi. In par-
ticular, the rightmost points in the plots correspond
to including every individual in the hypothetical can-
didate pool. (We note that both the x and y axes are
disp1ayed on a log scale to accommodate the substan
tial differences in click rates as a function of the size
of the candidate pool.)

As Figure 1 indicates, the social signal allows one
to construct pools of between 10,000 and 100,000 can-
didates who are much more likely than average to
click, where the size of these pools effectively reflects
the number of individuals connected to people who
clicked. Corresponding to Table 1, the increase in click
rates of these high-ranked candidates varies substan
tially from one campaign to the next, ranging from
10% to over 1,000%. However, these poois are small
relative to the entire set of approximately eight mil
lion individuals who saw the ads. In particular, a
one-percentage-point increase in click rate on 10,000
individuals results in 100 additional people on aver-
age clicking the ad, which may be of little value in
practice.

Although we have thus far seen that social data on
their own may not be particularly useful for identify-
ing individuals likely to click on ads, it is often the
case that social data are not the only resource avail-
able for targeting. As a case in point, Yahoo! collects
age and sex for each of its registered users and rou
tinely uses this information for ad targeting. (Whereas
Yahoo! collects age as an integer, we treat it in this
paper as belonging to one of five categories for ease
of fitting and communicating models, with no appre
ciable difference noted when age is modeled as con-
tinuous.) Overall, older adults are more likely to click
on ads. Sex differences tend to be minor and vary
by campaign, generally in line with expectations of
the intended audience of the product advertised. One
unexpected finding was that the apparel ad was more
often clicked on by men than women, despite it being
for women’s apparel (namely, lingerie). Figure A2 in
the online appendix shows how age and sex relate to
the probabilities of clicking on the ten ads we study.

Given the effectiveness of demographic data to pre
dict clicking on advertisements, do social data sub-
stantively improve on demographics in constructing
pools of likely adopters? It could be, for example,
that social connections are simply a proxy for demo-
graphic information, in which case social data would
offer little marginal value. To assess the marginal
value of social data relative to demographic informa
tion, we generate two candidate rankings, one based
only on demographic attributes and the other based
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Figure 1 Probability of Clicking for Varying Numbers of High-Scoring Individuals Under a Model That Only Uses Connection to a Person Who Clicked
as a Predictor

Note. The set of individuals included in the cumulative average varies from the highest-scoring individuals according to the model (at the far leff) to the entire
population (at the far right).

On both demographic and social information. Then,
analogous to the above analysis, we examine the aver-
age click rate among pools of top-k candidates under
each ranking.

To construct the candidate rankings, we estimate
the likelihood that individuals click on an advertise-
ment, fitting separate demographic and demographic-
plus-social models for each of the 10 advertisements.
The basic structure of the models was the same in all
cases. Specifically, likelihood to click was estimated
using logistic regression. For the demographic model,
the independent variables were age (expressed in five
categories: 18—24, 25—34, 35—44, 45—54, and 55+), sex,
and all two-way interactions; for the demographic-
plus-social model, these independent variables were

augmented with a binary variable indicating whether
the individual had any contacts who clicked with all
two- and three-way interaction terms. To avoid over-
fitting the models to the data, we generated cross-
validated estimates. That is, for each advertisement
we first randomly divided the full candidate set of
approximately eight million people into five subsets;
predictions for individuals in each subset were then
obtained from models trained on the combined data
from the other four subsets. We thus fit 10 differ-
ent models for each of the 10 advertisements (result-
ing in 100 total models): a demographic model and
a demographic-plus-social model for each of the five
subsets of the population. As an illustrative example,
Table Al in the online appendix lists coefficients for
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the demographic and demographic-plus-social mod-
els for the “apparel” advertisement, where for simplic
ity details are given for models fit on the entire data
set (i.e., without cross-validation).

Figure 2 shows the performance of candidate poois
seiected via the demographic and demographic-plus-
social models for each of the 10 advertisements. In
particular, the plots illustrate three points. First, of the
total candidate set of approximately eight million peo
pie, demographic information is generally useful for
constructing pools of up to several million individu
als that are substantially more likely than average to
click. Second, even on top of this baseline, augment-
ing demographic information with social data often
helps to identify pools of between 10,000 and 100,000

individuals that are even more likely to click. For
example, in the government advertisement, whereas
the overall click rate is 0.21%, the top 10,000 can-
didates selected by the demographic model have a
click rate of 0.36%, and the top 10,000 from the
demographic-plus-social model click at 0.62%—a rate
increase of over 70% relative to the demographic-only
ranking. Third, as before, the reach of social targeting
is relatively small for these 10 ads, limiting the utility
of social data in such predictions.

3. Recreational League Registrations
We next consider the extent to which social data can
help to identify participants in the Yahoo! Sports Fan-
tasy Football competition, one of the largest such

Figure 2 Click Rates for Varying Numbers of High-Scoring Individuals Under a Demographic Model and a Model That Includes Both Demographic
and Social Attributes for the Advertising Domain
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competitions, with approximately four million annual
registrants. Specifically, our goal is to identify those
individuals likely to participate in the 2009 fantasy
football competition based on combinations of social,
demographic, and behavioral predictors available the
previous year. Our initial pool of candidate regis-
trants comprises those users in our communications
network who had also made recent visits to the
Yahoo! Sports website, resulting in a population of
9.3 million, 6% of whom participated in the 2009
competition.

We begin by examining the relationship between
an individual’s propensity to participate and his or
her number of contacts who participated the previous
year. That is, we compute participation rates for the
2009 competition as a function of the number of con-
tacts one has who participated in 2008. As shown in
Figure 3, panel (a), having one or more contacts who
previously participated in the competition is a strong
indicator of participation. For example, although the
overall participation rate is 6%, approximately f5%
of those with one previously participating contact
themselves participated, and nearly 50% participated
among those with four contacts who participated in
the previous year’s event. However, as discussed for
advertising, although those with a previously par-
ticipating contact are themselves considerably more
likely to register, is it is not immediately clear whether
this signal is useful for selecting candidates because
the vast majority of individuals have no previously
participating contacts, as indicated by the sizes of the

points in Figure 3, panel (a). To investigate this ques
tion, we again rank candidates by their number of
previously participating contacts (breaking ties at ran-
dom) and compute participation rates for pools of
the top-k individuals. Figure 3, panel (b) shows that
the social signal is indeed quite effective in this case,
allowing us to construct pools of hundreds of thou-
sands of individuals who participate at four to five
times the base rate, and even extending into pools
of millions of individuals that are substantiallymore
likely than average to play. In contrast to the advertis
ing setting, social data let us build much larger poois
of good candidates in the fantasy football domain.
This observation results from a variety of factors, but
perhaps most important is simply that many more
people have contacts who have played fantasy foot-
ball than contacts who have clicked on a particular
advertisement.

Although we have seen that social data alone are
useful to select candidates, demographics are also a
strong indicator of participation, with men in their
305 and 40s particularly likely to play fantasy foot-
ball (see Figure A3 in the online appendix). We thus
next assess the extent to which social information
improves candidate selection relative to a demo-
graphic baseline. Mimicking our above analysis in
the advertising domain, we construct two ranked lists
of candidates based on estimated participation rates
under a demographic and a demographic-plus-social
model. Specifically, we use logistic regression models
to estimate likelihood to participate in the 2009 fan-

Figure 3 Likelihood to Join a Fantasy Football League as a Function of One’s Social Network
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tasy football competition. For the demographic model,
the independent variables were age (expressed in five
categories), sex, and all two-way interactions; for the
demographic-plus-social model, these independent
variables were augmented with a predictor giving
the number of an individual’s contacts who played the
previous year, with all two- and three-way interac
tion terms. As before, we generated cross-validated
estimates to avoid over-fitting: the approximately nine
million candidates were randomly partitioned into
five subsets, and predictions for individuals in each
subset were obtained from models trained on the
combined data from the other four subsets. In total,
we thus fit 10 models, a demographic model, and a
demographic-plus-social model for each of the five
subsets of the population. For i1lutrative purposes,
Table A2 in the online appendix displays coefficients
for demographic and demographic-plus-social models
fit on the entire data set of 9.3 million (i.e., without
cross-validation).

Figure 4 shows participation rates for pools of
top-ranked candidates under the demographic and
demographic-plus-social models. Both selection meth
ods identify millions of candidates with more than
twice the overall participation rate. However, aug
menting demographic data with the social predic
tor enables one to identify hundreds of thousands
of candidates with exceptionally high participation
rates. In particular, the top 100,000 candidates selected
under the demographic-plus-social model participate
at a rate of 49%, more than twice the participation

Figure 4 Probability of Joining the Fantasy Football League for
Varying Numbers of High-Scoring Individuals Under a
Demographic Model and a Model That Includes Both
Demographic and Social Attributes

rate of those selected under the demographic model
(19%). As an additional point of comparison, under
the social-only model, 37% of the top 100,000 candi
dates participated, as shown in Figure 3, panel (b).
Social information does indeed complement demo-
graphic data for selecting those likely to join the recre
ational league.

We have thus far evaluated the utility of social
data in augmenting demographic predictors. Richer
baselines, however, are available in select settings.
Often, the best single predictor of future behavior
is past behavior. Indeed, 79% of users who partici
pated in the 2008 fantasy football competition played
again the ubsequent year—a fact that potentially
can be exploited to identify future participants. We
generated two additional ranked lists of candidates
corresponding to models based on (1) demograph
ics and past participationand (2) demographics, past
participation, and the number of previously partici
pating contacts. These models are direct analogs of
the demographic and demographic-plus-social mod-
els discussed above, adding only a binary variable
indicating whether an individual participated in the
previous year’s competition, together with the two-
way interaction terms (see Table A2 in the online
appendix).

We find that social data improve even on this strong
baseline that incorporates both demographics and
past participation. For example, as shown in Figure 5,
the top 100,000 candidates selected by considering
demographics and past participation join at a rate of

Figure 5 Probabilities of Joining the League for Varying Numbers of
High-Scoring Individuals Under a Model That Incorporates
Demographics and Past Participation vs. the Same Model
That Adds the Number of Previously Participating Contacts

Notes. The set of individuals included in the cumulative averages varies from
the highest-scoring individuals according to each model (at the far left) to
the entire population (at the far right). The dashed line indicates the overall
average participation rate.

Reach
Note. The set of individuals included in the cumulative averages varies from
the highest-scoring individuals according to each model (at the far left) to
the entire population (at the far right).
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82°/, whereas adding social data results in a candi
date pool with an $7Cy0 participation rate. Although
we saw substantially larger lifts when adding social
data to a demographic-only model, it is surprising to
observe any improvement at all in this setting. Social
predictors, it appears, provide a signal that is at least
partially orthogonal to both one’s demographics and
past behavior.

4. Retail Purchases
The third and final domain we investigate is retail
purchasing at a national department store chain. As
in the other domains we studied, our goal here is to
construct pools of candidates that are likely to take a
specific action, which in this case corresponds to mak
ing an online or off-line purchase at the retail outlet.
To generate the universe of candidates, we intersect
the department store’s 1.3 million member customer
database with otir communications network, result-
ing in approximately 588,000 people, for whom we
had a record of both their own purchases (if any)
as well as any purchases of their social contacts for
a 12-month time span. To preserve anonymity, this
matching was done by a specialist third party. The
data for each retail customer were divided into two
consecutive six-month periods, with combinations of
demographic, behavioral, and social information from
the first period used to construct poois of candidates
likely to make purchases in the second period. We

Figure 6 Likelihood to Purchase as a Function of One’s Social Network

note that compared with the previous two domains—
advertisements and fantasy football—this example
has two key distinguishing features: first, the action
in question is arguably the most costly we have yet
considered; and second, here we have detailed pur
chase histories (i.e., transaction amounts in the first
period) that provide exceptionally strong baselines
against which we can evaluate social data.

We begin our analysis by examining the relation-
ship between purchase rates and the number of one’s
contacts who made a purchase in the first period.
Consistent with the two domains we studied above,
Figure 6, panel (a) shows that having contacts who
previously made a purchase is indicative of sub-
stantially higher than average (second-period) pur
chase rates. For example, whereas the overall pur
chase rate is 52%, the rate is 70% among candidates
having four contacts who previously made purchases.
Such individuals, however, form a small subset of
the population—as indicated by the size of the points
in Figure 6, panel (a)—and so it is not immediately
clear how useful this social signal is for generating
candidate pools. Figure , panel (b) addresses this
question, showing purchase rates for pools of the
top k candidates as ordered by their number of pre
viously purchasing contacts (with ties broken at ran-
dom). From that top-k plot, we see that the social sig
nal does, in fact, allow us to construct large subsets
of candidates—both in absolute number and in rel
ative terms—that are substantially more likely than
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average to make purchases. In particular, the top
100,000 socially selected candidates have a purchase
rate of 62%. Thus, at least when alternative predictors
are not available, social data are effective for identify-
ing subsets of individuals likely to make purchases, in
line with our results from the fantasy football domain.

We next assess the utility of social data relative to
a candidate selection strategy based on demograph
ics. As shown in Figure A4 in the online appendix,
women in their 40s and older are particularly likely
to purchase at this particular retailer. Following
our analysis of advertising and fantasy football, we
construct a demographic baseline by first estimat
ing each candidate’s likelihood to purchase using
a logistic regression model with age (represented
in five categories), sex, and their two-way interac
tions as predictors; candidates are then ranked by
these model-estimated probabilities. To measure the
marginal value of social data on top of demographic
information, we analogously rank candidates by a
demographic-plus-social model, in which we add as
predictors one’s number of contacts who previously
made a purchase and the corresponding two-way
interactions. As before, estimates in both cases are
generated via fivefold cross-validation. For simplicity,
Table A3 in the online appendix shows coefficient esti
mates for the demographic and demographic-plus-
social models fit on the entire data set (i.e., without
cross-validation).

Figure 7 Purchase Rates for Varying Numbers of High-Scoring
Individuals Under a Demographic Model and a Model That
Includes Both Demographic and Social Attributes for the
Shopping Domain

Figure 7 compares the effectiveness of augment-
ing demographic with social data for candidate selec
tion. Demographic data alone yield a modest lift,
but adding social predictors substantially improves
the selection of top candidates. In particular, among
the top 100,000 candidates selected using only demo-
graphic predictors, 56% make purchases (compared
with an overall purchase rate of 52%); in comparison,
63°A of the top 100,000 make purchases when can-
didates are ranked by both demographic and social
predictors. Thus, social data do complement demo-
graphic information in identifying those candidates
most likely to make purchases.

We conclude our analysis of the retail domain
by evaluating the marginal value of social irifor
mation relative to a baseline ranking derived from
both demographic predictors and detailed transac
tional information about an individual’s past behav
ior. Namely, in ranking candidates, we use the total
dollar amount one spent in the first period to pre
dict second-period purchases. We note that in con-
trast to the fantasy football domain, where we had
a binary indicator of past behavior (i.e., whether an
individual competed the previous year), here we have
a continuous measure of past behavior (i.e., transac
tion amount), a stronger signal. In particular, Figure 8,
panel (a) indicates a steady increase in purchase rate
as the amount of one’s past transactions increases.
For example, among those who made approximately
$200 in purchases during the first period, approxi
mately 62% made purchases in the second period,
compared with a purchase rate of 86% for customers
who spent $1,000.

To incorporate this precise behavioral measure, we
added past sales and its two-way interactions to
the demographic and demographic-plus-social logis
tic regression models we use to rank candidates.
Table A3 in the online appendix lists fitted coeffi
cients from these additional models that include the
behavioral measure. (As before, our analysis is based
on cross-validated estimates, though for simp1icity
the coefficients in Table A3 are for models fit on the
entire data set.) The results of ranking candidates by
these models are shown in Figure 8, panel (b). Against
a baseline candidate selection method that includes
both demographics and detailed past behavior, we
find that social data offer nearly no marginal bene
fit. In this case, the predictive signal one gets from
an individual’s past transactions trumps the potential
benefits of the social signal.

We note that recency-frequency-monetary (RFM)
(Blattberg et al. 2008) models are standard tools for
predicting repeat purchase, but we do not test them
here because we did not have access to the required
recency or frequency data. We do have monetary data,
which we incorporate in our predictions. However,
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Figure 8 The Value of Transaction Data for EstimaUng Purchase Rates
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because the effect of social data is largely absent in
a model with only monetary data, it should be even
less likely to improve on a full RFM model.

5. Discussion and Conclusion
Returning to our motivating question, we find that
there are a variety of circumstances in which social
data are useful for identifying select groups of mdi-
viduals with relatively high propensities to take van-
ous actions, from clicking on advertisements, to regis-
tening for a recreational league, to making department
store purchases. Across all three domains we study,
mere connection to an individual who has previously
taken such an action is indicative of a higher than
average propensity to act oneself. We also find that
social data are not only useful in isolation but also
often complement both demographic and behavioral
predictors. In particular, social predictors substan
tially augmented demographic-based candidate selec
tion in the shopping and fantasy football domains.
Moreover, given that our results are based on only
two communications networks—though quite large
ones—it is likely one would find even more predictive
value from incorporating social data from additional
sources.

Social data have proven to be widely effective in the
examples we study, but there are limits to their ben-
efits. Specifically, when relatively few people under-
take a particular action, and when individuals have
few contacts, the contacts of these initial actors form

a relatively small set; consequently, the reach of social
targeting strategies may be small. The advertising
domain is a case in point: with only one in several
thousand candidates connected to an individual who
has clicked on a given ad, social predictors reveal
only a relatively small fraction of the candidate pool
to be likely themselves to click. Furthermore, when
detailed transaction data were available—as in the
retail domain—we find social data provide almost
no marginal benefit. More generally, it seems likely
that when enough information is available at the
individual level, the marginal value of network data
is muted.

Accordingly, social data seem particularly valuable
in situations where a potential target’s social network
is known but information about his or her past behav
ion, and possibly demographic characteristics, is lim
ited, There are at least two common situations in
which this happens. First, when new members join
existing social networks, they may quickly link to
their associates who are already members—for exam-
ple, by importing contacts from their email accounts.
A second scenario occurs when new members link
their site accounts to their social network accounts—
some sites require such linking. In both these cases,
users who are too new to a site to have built up a
behavioral or transactional profile can nonetheless be
targeted on the basis of their social contacts’ behavior.

In addition to the situations described above, our
results also suggest the value of a two-stage social

(a) Probability of purchase in the second period as a
function of the amount spent at the store in the first
period
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(b) Purchase rates for varying numbers of high-
scoring individuals under a model that incorporates
demographics and past sales vs. a model that adds
the additional feature of the number of contacts who
previously made purchases
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marketing strategy. in the first stage, standard demo-
graphic and behavioral targeting measures could be
used to reach candidates. This first campaign would
yield a set of adopters whose contacts could then be
advertised to in the second stage. Since these second-
stage candidates are by construction connected to
adopters, they themselves should be much more
likely than average to adopt.

Finally, we note that the marketing literature we
have reviewed has focused on the topic of proving,
disentangling, or modeling causality in social net-
works. It may be tempting to conclude from our
results that shopping habits or leisure activities are
“contagious.” Although social influence likely plays
a role in effects we find, establishing such is neither
our objective nor justified from our analysis. Never-
theless, whereas the value of social data may concern
both influence and homophily, our approach demon-
strates that disentangling the two is not necessary for
identifying and targeting likely adopters.

Supplemental Material
Supplemental material to this paper is available at http://dx
.doLorg/ 1O.1287/rnksc.2013.0817.
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